Colossal negative thermal expansion was recently discovered in BiNiO 3 associated with a low density to high density phase transition under high pressure. The varying proportion of co-existing phases plays a key role in the macroscopic behavior of this material. Here, we utilize a recently developed X-ray Absorption Near Edge Spectroscopy Tomography method and resolve the mixture of high/low pressure phases as a function of pressure at tens of nanometer resolution taking advantage of the charge transfer during the transition. This five-dimensional (X, Y, Z, energy, and pressure) visualization of the phase boundary provides a high resolution method to study the interface dynamics of high/low pressure phase. V C 2014 AIP Publishing LLC.
[http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4863229] BiNiO 3 undergoes a phase transition induced by external pressure or temperature accompanying by the intermetallic charge transfer between Bi and Ni ions. The observation of colossal negative thermal expansion at extended pressure and temperature range makes this transition of great potential in functional material design.
1 Different techniques, such as X-ray diffraction (XRD), neutron diffraction (ND), and X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS), have been applied to study the bulk property of this material. 2, 3 The varying proportion of co-existing phases plays a key role in controlling the overall behavior of the material over the transition pressure/temperature range. To understand the micro-mechanism and improve the property, it is crucial to investigate the phase distribution in a three dimensional (3D) spatially resolved manner (i.e., with high resolution 3D imaging techniques) to help elucidate the underlying chemistry and physics behind the measured properties.
There are many advanced microscopy techniques with nanoscale capabilities available via optical/electron probes. However, most of these nanoscale techniques require either contact mode or vacuum conditions, and suffer from the limitation of penetration depth, which is essential for in-situ studies of the material. In this work, we employed the transmission X-ray microscopy (TXM) technique [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] to investigate the sample under in-situ environments, i.e., high external pressure. TXM provides the capability of 3D imaging at high spatial resolution 11 ($30 nm in all three directions) over a field of view of about 30 Â 30 Â 30 lm 3 . Combined with the energy tunability of incident X-rays from a synchrotron source, the chemical species and/or valence state of materials can be distinguished [12] [13] [14] [15] via performing a X-ray Absorption Near Edge Spectrum (XANES) style 3D tomography study on a specific element of interest in a reasonable time frame (i.e., a few hours). 13 In this study, we adopted a specially designed diamond anvil cell (DAC) for enlarging the accessible viewing angle in the tomography scan and the TXM capabilities to enable the in-situ morphology study of a $10-lm-sized BiNiO 3 particle (see Fig. 1 ). By tuning the incident x-ray energy across the Ni absorption edge, we were able to observe charge transfer induced changes in the spectroscopic data in both the bulk XANES measurements and the TXM measurements. We present here the detailed high pressure phase (HPP) to low pressure phase (LPP) boundary in-situ detection at multiple pressure points at which both phases coexisted. The quantitative measurements of the ratio of high pressure to low pressure phase and the phase boundary allow us to directly visualize the phase volume and shape evolution under pressure. This five-dimensional (X, Y, Z, energy, and pressure) visualization of the phase transition also provides important insight into the mechanism of the pressure induced phase growth.
We adapt the combination of the full field X-ray imaging technique and X-ray spectroscopy for the microstructure study of materials under in-situ high pressure environment. In this technological development, a 2D area detector is coupled with an X-ray energy scan, which results in the collection of an Xray absorption spectrum at each pixel at tens of nm spatial a)
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V C 2014 AIP Publishing LLC 104, 043108-1 resolution in the TXM setup (over a time period of 10 to 20 min for 2D XANES imaging). Another way to look at this development is that the use of an area detector in spectroscopy measurement is equivalent to the collection of spectroscopic data with millions of "pixel detectors" working simultaneously (typically, 2k Â 2k pixels for commercially available detectors). It becomes more useful when tomography is also conducted at each energy point. The capability of spatially resolving the distribution of different chemical species in 3D now opens enormous opportunities in a myriad of in-situ materials study at various working environments. [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] The schematic of the transmission X-ray microscope installed at beamline 6-2C of the Stanford Synchrotron Radiation Lightsource (SSRL) of SLAC National Accelerator Laboratory is shown in Fig. 1(a) . The detailed specifications of this microscope have been described previously. 21 A specially designed cross-DAC (X-DAC, see Fig. 1(b) ) for the TXM system was used as the in-situ high pressure vessel. A beryllium gasket was pre-indented to 40 lm thick and a hole with a 120 lm diameter was drilled in the center to serve as the sample chamber. Silicone oil was used as pressure transmitting medium (PTM) to create a quasi-hydrostatic pressure environment for the sample, and a ruby ball was loaded in the sample chamber for pressure calibration. 22 In this experiment, tomography of the investigated BiNiO 3 particle was performed at twenty selected X-ray energies across the near absorption K-edge of nickel element over an angular range opening of 135 with 1 increments to identify the chemical species present within each 30 Â 30 Â 30 nm 3 voxel. For minimizing the effect from the missing viewing angles due to the use of supporting screws, an iterative tomography reconstruction algorithm was adopted. 23 Automatic image registration and reconstruction were performed using the TXM-Wizard software package. 24 The polycrystalline sample BiNiO 3 was synthesized at high-pressure and temperature. 25 In-situ high pressure powder XRD shows the pressure range of the co-existance of both high and low pressure phases is about 3-5 GPa. We selected three different pressures at 3.89, 4.17, and 4.55 GPa in this work to perform the XANES type tomography across Ni K-edge. Twenty of the 3D matrices are reconstructed from the energy dependent tomography dataset (see Fig.   2 (a)). As one follows the change of the reconstructed absorption coefficient over every single voxel as a function of the X-ray energy, "voxel spectra" can be extracted (see Fig.  2(b) ). The characteristic features of these voxel spectra are finger prints of the chemical species and valence states, and can be used to determine the relative moral ratio of two phases within the corresponding voxel by performing linear combination fitting to the pure low pressure and high pressure spectra. Fig. 2(c) shows both pure low pressure and high pressure XANES spectra collected from bulk sample at an XAFS beamline 20BM-B at the Advanced Photon Source (APS) of Argonne National Laboratory (ANL). The most significant difference in spectra between the LPP and the HPP is the white line height. By interpolating the portion of HPP/LPP at each voxel, the 3D distribution of the LPP and HPP are retrieved and rendered in Fig. 2(d) .
The energy resolved 3D TXM imaging was conducted at three different pressures (3.89, 4.17, and 4.55 GPa). Iterative tomography reconstructions generated the 3D distributions of the absorption coefficient at twenty discrete energies across the near edge absorption range allowing us to plot the spectrum for every single voxel showing both its energy dependence and its chemical fingerprint. Standard spectrum normalization and linear combination fitting 13 was performed for every single voxel through the entire volume resolving the HPP/LPP ratio over the corresponding voxels. The 3D map of edge jump (defined here, as the difference between the 3D matrices of absorption coefficient at the highest and the lowest energies) gives us the distribution of the Ni concentration, which is then divided into two parts, the HPP and the LPP, based on the percentage retrieved from the spectrum fitting. In Fig. 3 , we present the 3D isosurface renderings of both the LPP and the HPP portions at three pressures. As one can see clearly, the HPP portions start from isolated locations and evolve into connected volumes. Two LPP regions highlighted by circles persisted to highest pressure studied.
To present the detail phase boundary structure, 2D slices through a selected depth of the 3D volumes are displayed in Fig. 4 . The HPP portion was largely initiated from many small regions at different locations. As the pressure increases, the isolated HPP parts grow larger, merge together, and eventually become connected. In the middle row of Fig. 4 , the HPP pixels were binarized and displayed. The arrows point to the locations where the HPP evolves from isolated islands to connected regions, while the dashed white circle indicates a portion where many isolated fragments merged into a solid HPP grain.
The above characteristic features of HPP distribution are analogous to nucleation and grain growth that occurs upon heating. Usually, nucleation starts from many seed locations like the initial HPP distribution. Upon heating, the local curvature of the grain boundary drives the grain growth to reduce the total amount of grain boundary surface, i.e., interfacial energy of the system. 26 Under high pressure, the HPP is thermo dynamically stable, i.e., lower energy phase. There is therefore a driving force to switch from the LPP atomic structure to the HPP one. We expect the LPP/HPP interfacial areas are the favored location. The Canny edge detection algorithm 27 was applied to each slice through different depth of the 3D matrices. As demonstrated in the bottom row of Fig. 4 , the HPP/PTM interface, the LPP/PTM interface and the HPP/LPP boundary can be clearly detected.
It worth emphasizing that the results presented here represent a five dimensional (X, Y, Z, energy, and pressure) visualization of the phase transition, which shows the change of chemically resolved morphology as a function of pressure.
As the starting particle is in the form of a powder, the phase transition can start from any grain. The inhomogeneity in the distribution of the high pressure phase demonstrates the internal pressure fluctuation inside the particle. The detail shape of phase boundary provides the driving force for the phase boundary movement, which can give guidance for developing a pressure induced phase growth mechanism and boundary dynamics.
In this study, we developed a powerful imaging technique on the pressure induced phase transition in a five dimensional manner (X, Y, Z, energy, and pressure) at a spatial resolution of $30 nm in 3D. The quantitative results (including the volume measurement and the phase boundary shape detection) of the distribution of different phases provide important insight into the underlying mechanism, which is otherwise unavailable. 
